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Continuum Publishing Corporation. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The HBO Effect,
Dean J. DeFino, No advertisers to please, no censors to placate, no commercial interruptions every
eleven minutes, demanding cliffhangers to draw viewers back after the commercial breaks: HBO
has re-written the rules of television; and the result has been nothing short of a cultural ground
shift. The HBO Effect details how the fingerprints of HBO are all over contemporary film and
television. Their capability to focus on smaller markets made shows like Sex and the City, The
Sopranos, The Wire, and even the more recent Game of Thrones and Girls, trigger shows on basic
cable networks to follow suit. HBO pioneered the use of HDTV and the widescreen format,
production and distribution deals leading to market presence, and the promotion of greater
diversity on TV (discussing issues of class and race). The HBO Effect examines this rich and unique
history for clues to its remarkable impact upon television and popular culture. It's time to take a
wide-angle look at HBO as a producer of American culture.
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You may like just how the article writer
compose this ebook.
-- Pr of . Elliott Dickinson-- Pr of . Elliott Dickinson

Here is the best ebook we have read through right up until now. I could possibly comprehended every thing out of this written e pdf. Its been written in an
remarkably easy way and is particularly only following i finished reading through this ebook by which in fact changed me, change the way i really believe.
-- Etha  Pollich-- Etha  Pollich
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